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What’s new? 

The “Find Application”-window has been replaced by an enhanced and restyled version to meet the changing requirements 

of the CCU users. Also, the search engine is replaced with a new technology to enable new possibilities. You will also notice 

that there are two sheets: one for searching via text fields/dropdown lists (eg. Make/Model/etc) and one for searching on 

numerical references (eg. CarID/HMD no/K-Typ/KBA/etc). This is because the two ways of searching are essentially 

different.  

 

The following search options are available: 

 

[Default Search] 

 Region    (New, depending on your VIO subscription) 

 Segment   (New, depending on your Main Group subscription) 

 Market Segment  (New, depending on your subscription) 

 Platform   (New, depending on your subscription) 

 Make 

 Modelrange 

 Model 

 Generation 

 Year From / Year To 

 Fuel 

 Stroke 

 Type 

 Enginecode 

 KW    (New) 

 PK/PS/CV  (New) 

 Cylinders   (New) 

 Valves   (New) 

 Modelcode   

 Serie 

 Bodyform 

 Doors   (New) 

 Vehicle Info 

 

[Numerical Search] 

 CarID   (New) 

 HMD nbr 

 K/N-Typ   (New, depending on your TecDoc subscription) 

 KBA nbr   (New, depending on your KBA subscription) 

 

Not only are there new search options available, because of the new search engine, it is now possible to search in any given 

order. To locate a specific vehicle, you always had to start by selecting a make, and then possibly a model, fuel, etc. Now, 

you can also start your search with the platform or the fuel, for example.  

 

This has the advantage that you can locate all vehicles with the “PSA/Toyota C1 Platform” for example. Now, when clicking 

the Make dropdown, you will see the list is narrowed down to CITROEN/PEUGEOT/TOYOTA or, when you want to see all 

“Diesel” vehicles, you immediately select “Diesel” from the Fuel dropdown list and see all vehicles with this fuel.  
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In above screenshot, on the left side, you see the fields where you can choose from and on the right side, you see a list of 

the fields which you selected. Because of the new search possibilities, the sequence/order of searching matters. Each 

selection narrows down the list of possible values in the next fields.  

 

To make a new selection, simply select another value in a dropdown list. So you can click in the “Model” dropdown list to 

select another model. However, because of the same method as described above, doing so will clear all selections you 

made after the Model selection (because otherwise you might end up with invalid selections). The “Clear”-button clears all 

selections at once, so you can start a complete new search.  

 

 
On the second sheet, you have the possibility to search on one of the numerical vehicle references. 
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Let‟s take a look at some of the new options: 

 

 Doors 

 
This specifies the number of doors for the HMD vehicles.  

 

 Region 

 
This is the demographic region which is very useful for regional product managers/engineers to select only the vehicles of 

interest. The regions to choose from depend on your VIO subscription. There is also the possibility to multi-select, by simply 

clicking one region, opening the dropdown list again and clicking another region. Use the same method for deselecting 

regions.  

 

 Segment 

 
The segment specifies the type of vehicle to select from. The segments to choose from depend on your Main Group 

subscription. You can also use multi-select, which works exactly the same as the region selection.  
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 Market Segment 

 
The market segments are divided in several classification groups.  

 

 Platform 

 
An Automobile Platform is a shared set of common design, engineering, and production efforts, as well as major components 

over a number of outwardly distinct models and even types of automobiles, often from different, but related manufacturers.  
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What’s new? 

On the “Changing Application”-window, where you link your articles to the HMD vehicles, you also find a detailed description 

of the vehicle and all references to other vehicle databases where you have a subscription on. By clicking the “Model 

Details”-button, you are presented with more details like the Fuel System, Engine Type, Bore, Stroke, etc.   

 

  
However, these are all textual informations. Now we have the possibility to supply you with the model pictures. This gives 

you an indication of how the vehicle looks like, which might be supporting in understanding how the vehicle is built up. The 

pictures we supply are per Make/Model/Generation/Bodyform to give you a distinctive overview.   

 

 
The model picture appears next to the “Model Details”-button, just below the CarID. To have a better view, you can also click 

on this thumbnail to open up the complete model picture in a pop-up window.  
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What’s new? 

On the “Changing Application”-window, where you link your articles to the HMD vehicles, you also find a detailed description 

of the vehicle and all references to other vehicle databases where you have a subscription on. A while ago, we added the 

TecDoc Modelcode and Enginecode on the “Changing Application”-window for quick reference.  

 

By clicking the “Show related TecDoc numbers”-button (TecDoc icon), you are presented with more details on the linkage, 

like make, model, fuel, stroke, etc. For completeness, we also added the TecDoc Modelcode and Enginecode to this window 

(scroll to the right if you don‟t see these fields).   

 
 

 
The „‟TecDoc Ktyp info‟‟-window is updated with reference information. For several reasons there can be a difference 

between the Headline HMD and TecDoc Ktyp reference. The new column „‟HMD Info‟‟ is filled with detailed remarks to give 

you a good overview on the linkage. This will help to avoid misunderstanding and improve the article linkage. 
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What’s new? 

In the CCU Supervisor Module, new data checks have been added to help you increase the quality of the data. Also, when 

running these data checks and solving them, your TecDoc export (DAT files) will be of much better quality, reducing the 

number of errors which you need to solve in the TecDoc program (DMM). Let‟s take a look at them one by one: 

Checklist Partslists with multiple articles 

 

This checklist generates an overview of identical parts lists that are attached to multiple articles. 

 

 
First you select the article groups you want to analyze by clicking the “…”-button behind the “Articlegroup(s)”-field. Checking 

the “include attributes”-box includes the parts list remarks and attributes in the analysis. This means that when a part has 

attribute X in the parts list of article A and attribute Y in the parts list of article B, they will be treated as different parts list. 

 

Clicking “Analyze” starts the analysis process. When finished the results are presented as in above example:  Article 

numbers, Parts list (and attributes) and the number of article numbers linked to this specific parts list. These results can be 

exported to MS Excel. Therefore, select the export file and click “Export”.  

 

The output of the file is as following: 

 

 
In above example you see the output with the remarks included. Per line you see a unique parts list (Column B) that has 

been linked to multiple article numbers (column A). In column C you see how many article numbers have been linked to a 

unique parts list. 
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Checklist invalid TecDoc values in AVA  

 

This checklist reports when TecDoc criteria values are defined in the Attribute Table Values (AVA) which do not / no longer 

exist.   

 

 
Clicking “Analyze” starts this check. Above example shows what the output may look like. To solve these kind of issues go to 

“Internal tables”, “Attribute Table Values (AVA)” and lookup the corresponding Tablecode/Value (eg. DABS/ABSY).  

 

 
Normally, behind the TecDoc value there should be a description. If this is not the case then the Value is invalid. Please 

select a different value. 
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Check OE Multiple ART 

 

Running this check will display OE-numbers that are linked to multiple articles.  

 

 
Click “Analyze OE more Articles” to run this check. When finished please select a location to save the file and click “Export”. 

The output looks like the following (OE number, supplier + make group, head article group, article number) : 

 

 
As you can see in above example, OE number 0446547060 of the Toyota Makegroup is linked to both articlenumber 

PAD81793 and PAD81967.  

  

To solve these issues please consider merging (superseding) the articles. In the CCU manual you will find more information 

about superseding articles. 

Check invalid positions 

 

This option checks if articles have incorrect position in the article tree of the “Changing Application”-window. For example: 

you superseded an article with article group FPAD – Brake Pad [Rear Brakes (position: parking brakes)] to an article with 

article group FDIS – Brake Disc [Rear Brakes]. 

 

Now, the position (parking brakes) will also be copied. But if the position (parking brakes) is not defined in the new Article 

group (FDIS – Brake Disc [Rear Brakes and no position defined]) this will cause an error. In other words, there are no Brake 

Discs for parking brakes, but you have created one by changing the articlegroup from a Brake Pad for parking brakes to 

Brake Disc.  

 

Click on “Analyze” to start this check.  
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In above example you see an overview of the invalid Positions (Column Old Position) and what the position should be (New 

Position). Click “Clipboard” and copy the results to MS Excel to save the results. Click on “Update” to change the invalid 

positions (Old Position) to the correct values (New Position). Note that this only works when there is only one “position” 

possible for that article group. 

Check linkages without differences 

 

This option reports applications with multiple linkages without differences in attributes. Therefore, a customer looking at your 

catalogue is unable to decide which article to choose from. Furthermore, the TecDoc export will give you an error message.  

 

 
There are 3 checks to choose from: 

 

• HMD-level: this will report HMD applications with multiple linkages without differences in attributes 

• K-Typ level – same attribute: this will report k-typ applications with multiple linkages without differences in attributes  

• K-Typ level – different attributes: this will report multiple HMD applications with the same k-typ number and the 

same article number linkage with differences in attributes  
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To run this analysis, select the article groups and a “Check on” : (HMD level, K-Typ level - same attrib or K-Typ level - 

different attrib) and click “Analyze”. Click “Export” to transfer the results to MS Excel. 

 

How to solve these errors? 

 

 HMD level:  

 

In the example below HMD-number 88204 is linked to 2 articles (WTC00698 and WTC00092) which have no differences in 

the attributes values. 

 

 
 

For HMD 88204: 

 

Article WTC00698  

 
 

Article WTC00092 

 
 

Please check the attribute values of both application linkages and differentiate them by changing the application attribute 

values or remove one of the application linkages. 
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 K-Typ level – same attributes: 

 

In the example below K-typ 31608 is linked to two HMD-numbers (66066 and 93621). Both HMD-numbers have an article 

linked to the application tree for Track Control Arm (Suspension Front): WTC04156 (for HMD 66066) and WTC04157 (for 

HMD 93621). On both applications this article has identical attributes values and will cause errors if exported to TecDoc. 

 

 

 
 

K-Typ 31608: HMD 66066: 

 

 
 

K-Typ  31608: HMD 93621: 

 

  

Because both HMD-numbers are linked to the same K-Typ, it is important that articles on application level differentiate on 

attribute level. Please check the attribute values for these application linkages for both HMD-numbers and differentiate them 

by changing the application attribute values or by removing one of the application linkages. 
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 K-Typ level – different attributes: 

 

Situation 1: 1 K-Typ is linked to two HMD-numbers, both have articles linked to the article tree, but they have different 

attribute values. When exported to TecDoc the attribute values will be divided by a criterion 8 attribute. 

 

In the example below K-Typ 326 is linked to two HMD-numbers (104260 and 82888) which both have article WTC07415 

linked to the article tree. On both applications this article has different application attribute values.  

 

 

 
 

K-typ  326: HMD 104260: 

 

 
 

K-typ  326: HMD 82888: 

 

 
Please check if the difference in application attribute values is correct and make them identical if possible. 
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Situation 2: 1 K-Typ is linked to two HMD-numbers, both have articles linked to the article tree, but one of the articles does 

not contain attributes. When exported to TecDoc this will cause an error. 

 

In the example below K-Typ 5939 is linked to two HMD-numbers (16839 and 16847) which both have article WTC03436 

linked to the article tree. On one application this article has no application attribute values.  

 

 
 

K-Typ 5939: HMD 16839: 

  
 

K-Typ 5939: HMD 16847: 

 

 
 

In this case, add application attribute values for article WTC03436 on HMD 16847 and make them identical to article 

WTC03436 on HMD 16839 if possible. Leaving WTC03436 on HMD 16847 without entering attribute values will cause an 

error when exported to TecDoc. 

Check multiple linkages 

 

This option reports applications with multiple vehicle linkages regardless of attributes (in other words: it will only check if an 

article is linked multiple times to a HMD-number). 

 

  
In the example above article number STE00088 is linked multiple times to HMD-number 37619. This check only gives you a 

quick overview of all applications with multiple linkages. This is particularly useful when you superseded two articles which 

had (partly) the same applications. You can also export the results to MS Excel. First select a location to save the file (click 

on the “…”-icon) and then click “Export”. 
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What’s new? 

In the CCU Supervisor Module, the user authorizations have been extended with new options.  

 
These are some general functions which a user might always use in the same way, making it easier to activate/deactivate it 

by default. Note that these are only default settings, the user can always toggle in the CCU.  

 

  
The first option is “Hide toolbar”. When unchecked, it works like it was before and you will see the toolbar underneath the 

menu in CCU. 

 

 
When checked, the CCU starts like the example above and the toolbar will be hidden. Note that the user can still active the 

toolbar, simply by clicking “Toggle toolbar” in the menu. Clicking “Toggle toolbar” again hides the toolbar. Hiding the toolbar 

gives you a little extra working space when working with lower screen resolutions. Note that all options from the toolbar are 

also accessible from the menu and from the keyboard shortcuts. 
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The next option is “Default Filled Only”. Like explained in the previous newsletter, CCU now remembers your selection 

“Expand All”, “Contract All” or “Filled only” on the “Changing Application”-window and will open the next time (vehicle) with 

the same selection applied. However, checking “Default Filled Only” overrules this selection and will always open Filled Only 

when opening a vehicle.  

 

 
Above example shows the “Filled only” view when opening the “Changing Application”-window when “Default Filled Only” is 

activated. Note that the user still has the possibility to click “Expand All” or “Contract All” to change the view. Enabling 

“Default Filled Only” is particularly interesting for read-only users, because they do not need to see the other article groups 

for inserting new article numbers and they can locate the article more quickly. 

 

The last new option is “Default QuickView”.  

 
When enabled, when opening the “Changing Application”-window the user will immediately see all attributes in a list view 

when clicking an article from the article tree. The user still has the possibility to view the default Attribute sheets by 

deselecting the “QV”-checkbox. Checking the “QV”-checkbox again will return to QuickView mode. This is also particularly 

interesting for read-only users, so they can quickly see all used attributes and don‟t have to click through the different sheets.  
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What’s new? 

The pop-up window for pictures in CCU has been enhanced and now shows the pictures in the original size. Before, the 

picture got resized to the window, now the window resizes equally with the picture. This has the huge advantage that the 

pictures will not get blurry and are shown in their original quality. 

  

 
This pop-up window appears when clicking a picture on the “Drawing”-sheet of the “Changing Article”-window, when clicking 
the picture on the “General”-sheet of the “Changing Application”-window, and when clicking the Model picture of the 
“Changing Application”-window like mentioned earlier in this newsletter.  
 
Should the picture be bigger than your CCU window, scrollbars appear on the side of the pop-up window, so you still have 
the possibility to see the entire picture. 

What’s new? 

To prevent that you have to scroll each time to see the total VIO, which was previously below the VIO per country, we now 
moved the total VIO on top.  
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